BYOB Compost Tea Kit
Bring Your Own Bucket! Make your own Compost Tea
Combination
Sizes:

One Size
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What is compost tea? Simply put, compost tea is a living solution. The end result is concentrated liquid humus, minerals and nutrients.
Brewing compost tea is the act of growing microorganisms, or microbes, in an aerated solution using biological
inoculants
such as Earth Compound, catalysts such as Earth Tonic, and food sources such as molasses or Earth Vigor. Soil borne microbes can
be added to the mix with Earth Angels and Resinator. There are many inputs that will benefit the recipe as well as the environment. For more information on Compost Tea recipes contact us.
The result of brewing compost tea is growing and supporting the microbial life in the soil food web, bringing bacteria, fungi, protozoa, and other beneficial microscopic organisms, to exponential concentrations. There is another universe under our feet which
sustains life as we know it. On that microscopic level it is the microbial life that makes everything work. This circle of life could be
considered a symbiotic organism that feeds and cares for itself, as long as the raw materials like minerals are present and the
microbial population is sufficient.
The BYOB Compost Tea has everything needed to brew exceptional compost tea that will improve any soil conditions and greatly
improve whatever is grown. The kit includes instructions for mixing and brewing, along with a pump, an
aerator, the necessary tubing and a 25 gallon Compost Tea In a Box kit.
Potentizing the tea happens to the fullest with the proper inputs, aeration and vortex energy. Potentizing your application to the
soil attunes the environment to the forces of nature. It can be likened to adding a turbo charge to the mix. Small batches can be
potentized by stirring, however, large batches will require more than manual assistance.
For this reason, we introduce The Vortex Brewer. The Vortex Brewer® beckons water to come alive when implosion pulls into it
the subtle and powerful life energy forces of the Earth and the products used within.
We have all experienced living water at one time or another, such as when we drink from a fresh, bubbling creek, or bathe in a
natural healing mineral spring, or dance in a spring rain shower, or stand in the ocean as the rolling waves crashed into our bodies.
We feel invigorated and alive. The same process works in the Vortex Brewer®.
By allowing water to flow in this naturally created vortex motion the Vortex Brewer® is able to enliven the vibrational energies
manifest in our powerful, proprietary compost tea formulations. This natural process is the backbone behind the concepts of living
water, water memory, BioDynamic agriculture and homeopathic medicine.
Not only does the Vortex Brewer® create living, organic compost tea, but it acts as an extractor. It will potentize fertilizer recipes,
allow for perpetual brewing, and can potentize BioEnergetic concoctions for anything from stimulating soil regeneration to concentrating pest or disease control applications. All of this is done with understanding of the abilities of water. Water is a magical
substance that when used merely to dissolve substances as a delivery system loses its greatest ability to hydrate cells and facilitate
the transference of subtle energies.
With the Vortex Brewer®, “We don’t make a vortex, we allow it!”
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